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A B S T R A C T

We present the iterative design and evolution of a web-based screen management middleware developed for a network of interactive multipurpose public displays deployed in a city center since 2009. The middleware provides three principal user interface abstractions to content producers, application developers and display owners: the classical passive digital signage, a portal of interactive applications and a finite state machine based interaction model description. With these abstractions passive and interactive content can be spatiotemporally multiplexed onto the screen according to the given interaction model. We reflect on the evolution of the application development process and the real world usage of the middleware. We conclude with a discussion on our impressions on the web as an application development platform and the presented screen management middleware for interactive multipurpose public displays.
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1. Introduction

The prices of large digital screens have been constantly decreasing which has allowed public displays to conquer city centers, highways, airport terminals and commercial centers [1]. The primary use of these displays has been advertising and information distribution, which are commonly referred to as digital signage. These displays typically show a relatively static playlist of video and images and are completely audience agnostic without any interaction capabilities. These displays are expected to become increasingly interactive as the quality and affordability of interaction technologies improve. As the investment for interactive technologies becomes feasible, the question is how to make the best use of them.

The act of using large displays is qualitatively different from personal computers [2]. In addition to different form factors, large displays are typically situated in particular context and shared between users. One distinction is whether a display is interactive or not. Interactive displays have to support interaction and the underlying interaction model, which dictates how inputs are mapped to outputs. Another distinction can be made on the displays’ purpose, i.e. whether it provides a single application or multiple applications. Interactive multipurpose public displays (later MPDs) [3] differ greatly from non-interactive displays and single-purpose displays what comes to managing content and applications on the displays. Designing the screen management application programming interface (later API) defining the basic application container abstractions and controlling the user interface elements, i.e. controlling the screen real estate, is likely more challenging for multipurpose displays whereas many single purpose display systems do not have any screen management functionality at all. Davies et al. [4] provide a comprehensive review of current public display literature. They argue that the mainstream of public displays is dominated by four different applications: advertising, information boards, signage, and art and entertainment. These displays typically enhance the traditional static signage systems and are designed solely for one particular purpose. Making displays multipurpose can serve many goals. Obviously, there is the research motivation to allow different use cases to emerge freely. MPDs can also yield a better cost-benefit ratio as a display can serve multiple purposes, which is especially beneficial in expensive installations. MPDs also allow supporting the needs of a more diverse group of stakeholders.

In contrast to popular window systems in personal computers, the designers of MPDs should not rely on users to manage the user interface elements themselves. MPDs located in public places can be used by anyone, and therefore they need to be designed for first-time use [5]. While some people may become experienced users of MPDs over time, it does not negate the fact that even years
after the introduction of the MPDs completely new people will find the displays and use them for the first time. Therefore, we should not assume potential users to have a prior knowledge of the content and interaction capabilities of MPDs. This is particularly true for the walk up and use type of displays [6], a typical category of MPDs, which invite spontaneous and short lived interactions [3]. Combined with the often too coarse input technologies of large displays, such interactions call for system-driven layout management instead of user-driven layout management.

We contribute to the realization of MPDs by presenting the incremental design and evolution of the web-based screen management middleware for the UBI-hotspots, a network of interactive multipurpose public displays deployed around Oulu, Finland, since 2009. The middleware engages temporal and spatial multiplexing of content and a stage-based interaction model to realize a hybrid of scheduler based and interaction model based screen management. The middleware provides three principal user interface abstractions to content producers, application developers and display owners: a classical passive digital signage application dubbed the UBI-channel, a portal of interactive applications dubbed the UBI-portal and a finite state machine based description language for encoding interaction models with layout information. With these abstractions, passive and interactive contents are spatiotemporally multiplexed on the screen according to the given interaction model. We have previously published the three incremental versions of the screen management middleware in [7–9]. The novel contribution of this paper is the evolution of the middleware and the presented screen management middleware for interactive MPDs.

2. Related work

2.1. Content multiplexing

The screen real estate is the principal output mechanism of public displays and therefore its efficient utilization is desirable. MPDs may require multiplexing multiple content items on a single screen, which can be done in different ways: temporally, spatially, by stacking, by frequency or by code [10]. In temporal multiplexing, the content is updated as the function of time. In spatial multiplexing the screen real estate is divided into smaller regions which can be shown side-by-side simultaneously. In stack order multiplexing, content is allowed to overlap, i.e. stacked on top of each other. Semi-transparency is a specific method of stacking that allows viewing multiple overlapping stacked layers simultaneously [11]. Alt et al. [12] have proposed an application level alternative for stacking called ‘integrated’, where an ad is carefully integrated into an application, e.g. as a logo shown on a map. In frequency multiplexing different frequencies can be dedicated for visualizing different content that may overlap spatiotemporally, but still allow interpretation of individual content by focusing on certain color [10]. Finally, in code multiplexing some dimension of the screen real estate is multiplexed based on some code, e.g. QR-code [10]. Different multiplexing methods can also be coupled for enhanced flexibility.

2.2. Screen real estate management

In the literature, two main approaches to the screen real estate management of multipurpose public displays can be identified: scheduler based models and interaction driven models. Further, another important aspect of a display system is the type of interaction: passive (no interaction), explicit, implicit, or both explicit and implicit. Fig. 1 shows a classification of selected multipurpose display systems and studies along these two dimensions. A system or a study enclosed in brackets includes multiple “hard-wired” applications, but as such does not provide any abstractions or interfaces for explicitly adding new applications. Single-purpose systems and studies are omitted intentionally.

2.2.1. Scheduler based models

Scheduler based models originate from the digital signage industry. Their principal idea is to use scheduling rules and constraints to define what, when, where and how are shown on the displays. Before becoming digital, signage surfaces were either completely static or content was updated manually. Some surfaces even contained a mechanism for switching the content automatically to allow multiple signage to be shown in succession, i.e., multiplexed temporally. The digitalization of the signage surfaces allowed updating the content any time and also efficient multiplexing without any technical limitations on the amount of content.

Traditionally, content management on public displays follows a playlist model, which is especially popular for advertisement displays that are typically viewer agnostic. In such displays content items are multiplexed temporally by showing them one after another. While the vast majority of such displays have been commercial deployments, some research deployments also exist. The player software architecture in the e-Campus system [13] allows content synchronization on multiple displays and it implements transaction semantics over content items for conflict management. Content was scheduled to the displays using the e-Channel system [14] that provided an abstraction layer between content providers and display owners. The e-Channel has been later replaced with specific decentralized Content Descriptor Set XML files along the Yarely software player [15]. The upgrade was made to achieve better scalability and robustness, and a more open and extensible system by supporting interoperability with third party content producers.

Another example of the scheduling based model are the iDisplays news and reminder displays [16], which also exploited spatial multiplexing by dividing the screen real estate into different zones to fit more content simultaneously. The system supports dynamic selection of content items called information chunks.
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While news displays would simply show all the chunks, reminder displays filter chunks based on context. iDisplays supported an auction mechanism to select the chunks that are most important in a particular context when there are more content available than what could fit on the screen at once.

There is also recent work of using a scheduler based model with explicit touch interactive applications by Elhart et al. [17]. In their system a distributed scheduler operates according to a set of rules and constraints in the presence of spontaneous user requests to manage spatiotemporally the content shown on a display. The rules include but are not limited to priority based, round robin, first come first served and default activity (i.e. triggered when no interaction). The constraints allow setting conditions for e.g. timing, priorities, precedence and ability to interrupt. Web-based applications could multiplex between four different spatial layouts: tickertape (a narrow bar on the bottom), sidebar, main area, and full screen.

Content scheduling can be also based on implicit information on users. BluScreen [18] scanned nearby Bluetooth devices and maintained the history of content items shown in the presence of a particular device. It could use this information and a specific auction mechanism for selecting fresh content to be shown on a display. Davies et al. [19] presented architecture for personalizing a public display hand in hand with scheduler based approach. User requests submitted via the Tacita mobile application could override the default playlist content. Tacita supports three personalization modes: 1. Walk-by personalization similar to BluScreen, 2. Longitudinal personalization similar to iDisplays, and 3. Active personalization through a mobile phone. The resulting system also supports the spatial multiplexing of screen real estate between multiple concurrent users.

2.2.2. Interaction driven models

The interaction driven models place the user in control within the constraints of an interaction model of some kind. This is highly affected by the nature of the interaction type. For touch enabled displays, interaction is explicit and occurs at arm’s length. The BlueBoard and MERBoard displays [20] focused on fast single user interaction including quick checking of a personal calendar and shoulder-to-shoulder group use, as their 1.3 meters wide screen allowed collaboration of multiple people. No explicit system support was given for group use and users were expected to work collaboratively by taking turns. Screen real estate management was simple: one application at a time could be activated via the touch screen.

The Plasma Poster [21] displays used also touch interaction and the interaction model was designed to allow peripheral awareness and active reading. When not explicitly used, the displays would repeat a carousel of digital posters, each shown for half a minute. Users were able to pause the playlist anytime and freely browse the posters and open links via the touch interface. When the user left the display, the display would go back to the carousel mode. The Plasma Poster displays used also content stacking to orchestrate two distinct browser implementations: a completely web based leveraging the flexibility of web and a customized version that allowed better control over link behavior and cross domain support. To exploit their respective benefits, runtime stacking was implemented to swap between the two browsers, depending on which functionality was needed. The eyeCanvas [22] display deployed in a cafeteria in San Francisco was a derivative of Plasma Poster, thus having the same portrait orientation and software platform. The display showed cafe related content and visiting artists’ works. It also had a mechanism to sing-up for receiving newsletter from the cafeteria and a ‘Scribble’ application for leaving messages by the clients.

Stacking dimension has been used also to multiplex content on multi-purpose displays. Kray et al. [11] evaluated different alternatives to multiplex two applications on the Hermes displays, including partial overlapping, full screen semi-transparent overlay and full overlapping. The display owners preferred partial overlapping and semi-transparent overlay as they allowed seeing the default application simultaneously.

Traditional mouse and keyboard inputs are also explicit, but allow longer interaction distance similar to a meeting room with a projector display. For example, Dynamo [6] focused on the group use with mouse and keyboard as interaction devices. Users could ‘carve’ out a personal space on a shared display and share content from their USB-drives with others. Dynamo displays were also later deployed in a school setting for evaluating communal use among students. The Semi-Public display [23] had four applications fixed spatially so that they would all be visible simultaneously. However, individual applications could temporally multiplex their content, if there were multiple content items to be shown.

Content multiplexing can be also proactively triggered based on implicit viewer information. For instance, ProD [24] provides a framework for creating audience aware proactive display systems based on three-staged content selection model: 1. Presence detection i.e. determining who matters, 2. Selecting content based on rules, and 3. Presentation i.e. layout rendering. The first stage includes detection, prioritization and annotation (e.g. social relations). At the second stage this information is used together with personal preferences to collaboratively select potential content to be shown. At the third stage a pluggable presentation engine takes care of rendering the content.

When both explicit and implicit interaction types are used, interaction model becomes more sophisticated. For example, Vogel and Balakrishnan [25] identified four phases or stages of interaction with a public display: ambient, implicit, subtle and personal. In the ambient phase, the display shows general information focusing on the top of the screen for maximum visibility. In the implicit phase, the display detects users’ attention and responds by showing a moving vertical bar that mimics the users’ movements to draw them to the next phase of interaction. In the subtle phase, a user is actively looking at the display and sees an overview of personal data. Finally, at the personal phase, the user queries detailed data via touch screen and the information is shown using small font visible only from close distance.

3. Case study: screen management of UBI-hotspots

3.1. Stakeholders and their requirements

The design of the hotspots commenced with a diverse range of interest groups in 2008. The stakeholders were involved via a range of activities ranging from brainstorming workshops to rapid ethnography and storytelling competitions [26]. While the resulting value network is reported in detail in [27], we discuss here briefly the stakeholders and the requirements that were relevant for the design and implementation of the resulting screen management functionality.

The City of Oulu, the place owner of the locations of the upcoming hotspots and the co-financier (11%) of the project, required the hotspots to have digital signage functionality for informing citizens on municipal services and events (requirement R1a), and to offer a range of interactive e-government services to be provisioned by the City’s various service divisions (R1b).

The ERDF, the main (89%) financier of the project represented locally by the Council of Oulu Region, required the project to
develop a business model that would allow keeping the hotspots operational for five years after the conclusion of the funding (R2a). Further, the financier encouraged seeking opportunities for involving local industry in the implementation of the hotspots (R2b).

Advertisers requested for conventional digital signage with conventional media formats (R3a), largely due to their earlier exposure to and experience of digital signage. They wanted to buy predetermined and guaranteed visibility to their campaigns within a particular period of time (R3b) and asked for tangible evidence on the number of contacts created (R3c).

Potential users were involved in the design of the hotspots in multiple ways [27] and most participants felt a need for this kind of a public service. Specifically, they preferred direct touch screen interaction over interaction with mobile phones (R4).

Application developers were involved as stakeholders when the hotspot platform was opened for 3rd party applications. Their inputs have been collected in multiple ways including two open international application development challenges [28,29], semester long student course works, intense summer schools, hackathons and interested organizations wanting to deploy applications on the hotspots. In contrast to advertisers and content providers for digital signage, developers required access to input technologies of the hotspots and needed to have as much creative freedom as possible (R5a). They also needed a well-defined application platform (R5b) and a way to deploy and maintain their applications (R5c).

We UBI researchers as display owners, required that the hotspots would serve as a platform for a longitudinal field study on interactive public displays that would offer multiple interactive services provisioned in a distributed fashion by multiple service providers (R6a). UBI researchers also defined requirements for the screen management functionality based on our earlier experience as follows: have the system control the layout rather than the users (R6b), provide an interaction model supporting multiple implicit and explicit input mechanisms (R6c), leverage the large spatial screen capacity by allowing potentially multiple users at different stages to use and fetch information from the screen simultaneously (R6d) and finally allow interaction with the public display also via personal mobile phones using multiple interaction modalities (R6e).

3.2. Hardware and software

Eventually, 18 hotspots were deployed at pivotal indoor and outdoor locations around Oulu since summer 2009 (Fig. 2). A hotspot has a 57” or 65” Full HD LCD panel in landscape orientation at adult eye level. A hotspot is equipped with assorted hardware such as capacitive touch screen foil for touch input, RFID reader, two overhead cameras, speaker and microphone, and Bluetooth and Wi-Fi access points for wireless communication. All outdoor hotspots and two indoor hotspots are double-sided with two LCD panels back-to-back.

In terms of software, the host operating system of the hotspots is either Windows Embedded POSready, an XP variant designed for point of sales systems, or a standard Windows 7 professional. Middleware components are mostly located on a locally hosted virtual machine, to achieve OS independency, simplify management and improve robustness. The software meta-platform for application development was selected to be web-based so that the screen is treated as a very large dynamic web page. The web was chosen due to its many benefits: widespread use, ease of distributed application development and deployment, fast progressing technologies, no need for specific client software and platform independence. Many other display systems before and after have chosen web as their technology platform, e.g. [17,20–22,24].

3.3. Screen management abstractions and their evolution

A simple analysis of the requirements showed that the hotspots had to provide two principal abstractions for content providers and application developers (e.g. City of Oulu and commercial advertisers) for exploiting the screen: conventional digital signage dubbed as UBI-channel (R1a, R3a) and a portal of interactive services browsed via the touch screen foil dubbed as UBI-portal (R1b, R4, R6a) (Fig. 3). As such, UBI-channel requires temporal multiplexing of content. The implementation of the back-end of UBI-channel was outsourced to a local company specialized in digital signage systems, to save the project's resources and to incorporate local industry per the financier's request (R2b). The requirement of guaranteed visibility for a commercial campaign in UBI-channel during a given period of time effectively meant that UBI-channel had to be always visible (R3b). This in turn dictated that UBI-channel and UBI-portal had to co-exist, requiring their respective spatial multiplexing on a single screen. The UBI-portal was our own implementation and special attention was paid to make the application creation, deployment and maintenance straightforward by using the web as the fundamental development platform and providing a short list of requirements that the application had to fulfill to be eligible for inclusion in the application registry and subsequent deployment on the hotspots (R5a, R5b, R5c). For
implementing applications involving interaction via mobile phone with the hotspot, the UBI-portal needed to support also applications having distributed user interfaces (R6e).

The overall behavior of the hotspot is governed by an interaction model, which has fundamental implications on the screen management functionality at system level and is typically defined by display owner. As the initial interaction model we adopted a simplified version of the model of Vogel and Balakrishnan [25], where interaction proceeds through pre-defined discrete phases or stages based on information detected from multiple input mechanisms (R6c, R6d). Therefore, we decided to represent the interaction model with a finite state machine controlled by events from input mechanisms. Statecharts have been proposed to overcome the limitations of the popular event-action paradigm used in PC user interfaces [30]. The user interface management in hotspot is recognition-based, which needs to handle the states of users, applications and devices, i.e. their context [31].

In order to place the system in control of the layout, a finite state machine dictates all possible interaction states and their corresponding screen layouts constructed as multipart pages (R6b). The multipart pages consist of an arbitrary number of virtual screens that are the fundamental abstraction for placing content on the screen in form of web pages (R5b). The concept of virtual screens follows the principles of component systems [31], allowing the user interface to be composed by combining multiple separately constructed components.

The evolution of the interaction model and other key activities related to the exploitation of the UBI-hotspots are visualized on a timeline in Fig. 4. The three incremental versions of the screen management system are summarized in the following subsections.

3.3.1. Version 1: layout management framework

Fig. 5 shows the conceptual architecture of version 1 of the screen management system dubbed the Layout Manager [7]. It manages the layout state based on incoming control messages and controls the layout of the screen. The system is completely web based with the user interface running in a browser and the server backend running in a Tomcat web application container. The Layout Manager comprises of two main components, JavaScript partitioning library executing in the browser and Java web application running in the server. The partitioning library manages a dynamic web page, later referred to as the top frame, by manipulating its Document Object Model (DOM) in runtime. The top frame thus manages zero to many virtual screens by adjusting their size and position related to the full screen real...
estate. Virtual screens are implemented as iframe elements and they can thus host any web content referred via an URL. Further, the partitioning library implements a set of functions to manage virtual screens spatiotemporally and by stacking. Specific attention is paid on transitions, i.e. if a virtual screen is resized or moved, the partitioning library calculates a delayed animation to create an aesthetically smooth transition.

The Layout Manager keeps the runtime layout information in a Java object model including virtual screens and their parameters. All operations on the layout object model are also echoed to the browser user interface through the partitioning library as well as stored in a database for recovery and debugging purposes. The component also contains a finite state machine rule set written in Java that imperatively defines needed layout modifications in case of state transitions. The state transitions are effectively triggered by the input events constructed from the multiple input technologies of hotspots.

The Layout Manager was taken into use in the first hotspots deployed in May 2009. Example screen layouts are shown in Fig. 6. In the passive broadcast state the whole screen was dedicated to the UBI-channel, similar to the ambient state in the interaction model of Vogel and Balakrishnan. The hotspot transitioned directly into the interactive state in case of three different interaction events: a face oriented toward the display was detected (implicit interaction), or direct input from touch screen or a RFID tag was read by the RFID reader (explicit interaction). In the interactive state the physical screen was split into three virtual screens. UBI-channel was squeezed into the top left hand quarter for maximum visibility for the spectators similarly to Vogel and Balakrishnan and the right hand half was allocated to UBI-portal. The bottom left quadrant was allocated to distributed mobile applications (R6e). To use them the user first had to take over the hotspot by presenting an RFID tag to the RFID reader and then launch applications from the mobile phone with a pre-installed J2ME application [32]. When no mobile application was used, the bottom left quadrant showed a video instructing how to interact with the hotspot. The hotspot transitioned back to the passive broadcast state after a timeout of no interaction events.

3.3.2. Version 2: declarative layout state encoding

Version 2 of the Layout Manager was motivated by increasing demands for modifying the interaction model and for better support of third party application development which were missing from the first version. While the partitioning library did satisfy the new requirements, the Java based finite state machines did not for several reasons. First, any change to the interaction model or layouts required a recompilation of the whole component. Second, the imperative way of describing layout transitions turned out to be a poor approach when the number of transitions increased. Third, writing and especially debugging valid finite state machines was difficult.

To tackle these limitations, XML-based declarative layout state encoding was introduced in version 2 [8]. The finite state machines were implemented as State Chart XML (SCXML) documents which is a W3C working draft. The SCXML is a general purpose event-based finite state machine language based on Harel statecharts [33]. The Harel statecharts provide structural and economical notation for describing reactive behavioral systems by the use of states, transitions, state hierarchies and concurrency. The statechart notation is very suitable for describing causality, concurrency and synchronization of systems, which makes it perfect for building reactive systems such as the hotspots.

For executing SCXML files, the Apache Commons open source SCXML engine was integrated into the Layout Manager. SCXML files can be hosted anywhere in the Internet and they are referenced via URL similarly to the content of virtual screens. All content related descriptions are thus easily accessible and updatable similarly to the common web development process. One particular problem in changing from imperative to declarative descriptions was that they no longer define how transitions between states happen exactly, e.g. would the previous virtual screens be resized first and then the new ones added or would these operations be done simultaneously. Therefore, an algorithm was developed to determine the transition between any two layout states based on the difference on the virtual screens (removed, resized and new). The basic philosophy of the algorithm is to try to minimize the overlapping of virtual screens during transitions. The transition algorithm has been later upgraded to support a display being in multiple parallel states simultaneously, to follow more closely the Harel statechart notation.

Version 2 of the Layout Manager was deployed together with an upgraded interaction model in June 2010. A new subtle state was introduced between the broadcast and interactive states as shown in Fig. 7, again inspired by the model of Vogel and Balakrishnan. Similar to proxemics interactions [34], the purpose was to inform a user in the proximity of a hotspot and looking at the hotspot about its interactivity. The subtle state layout was realized as a semi-transparent overlay page that showed an eye catching animation with ‘call-to-action’ text (aka proxemics hint) in the top right corner (Fig. 8).

Together with version 2, a new version of the UBI-portal was introduced. It comprised of two parts, an always visible bottom bar menu that allowed opening a semi-transparent pop-up menu containing the launch icons of applications (Fig. 8). This design was later discarded and the menu of launch icons was moved to the same stack level as the other virtual screens, to streamline the number of clicks required to access applications (Fig. 8).
Whereas applications in version 1 were directly embedded into the UBI-portal with hyperlinks, in version 2 applications were registered into an application registry with metadata including application to hotspot mapping, application layout and virtual screen URLs. Thus, the concept of launching an application was introduced. When a user selects (launches) an application from the UBI-portal menu, its associated metadata is fetched from the registry and the particular layout and virtual screens are requested from the Layout Manager, which then sets the layout and loads the user interfaces into the virtual screens from their respective URLs.

In the interactive state, there are three different ways to spatially multiplex the screen as illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8: right half and bottom left quarter screens (LayoutA); top right, bottom right and bottom left quarter screens (LayoutB); and bottom half and top right quarter screens (LayoutC). Developers can use any of these three alternate layouts in their applications.

3.3.3. Version 3: Tandem Browsing Toolkit for building distributed multi-display interfaces

Version 3 dubbed as the Tandem Browsing Toolkit extended the functionality of Layout Manager to creating distributed multi-display interfaces [9]. The toolkit implements the concept of “tandem browsing” with the finite state machines and XML layout state encodings used in the version 2. The toolkit allows creating strongly coupled multi-display interfaces whose state is temporally synchronized across devices [35]. The participating displays can have different form factor and software platform as the toolkit is fully web based. Also, as another benefit of being web based, the toolkit does not require any application installation or custom setups on the client devices [36]. This was observed as one reason for the lack of use of the distributed mobile applications in version 1, as it required users to go through a cumbersome registration process at the beginning. With version 3, the focus also evolved from a single reference implementation into more general purpose toolkit targeted for the developers of multi-device interfaces [37]. The implementation of the concept of “tandem browsing” required minor changes in the SCXML finite state machine descriptions, to extend the concept of layout to cover multiple devices in tandem browsing.

The Tandem Browsing architecture is shown in Fig. 9. The Tandem Browsing Toolkit enforces runtime layout inside a browser based on finite state machine similarly to version 2, but in addition it synchronizes the session among multiple client devices which share the same ‘extended’ layout. The toolkit can therefore orchestrate the layout on multiple devices simultaneously based...
on a finite state machine description containing information about how different virtual screens should appear on available devices. The previous versions had a fixed connection between a single client and a Layout Manager which has been removed in the version 3 by introducing a proxy-based architecture. This architecture makes the toolkit effectively a multi-session capable. This provides additional flexibility for the development and deployment of display experiences as a single proxy server instance can manage multiple finite state machines with their corresponding client devices concurrently. These finite state machines could be controlling the same (nested) or completely separated user experiences.

All the client devices maintain a persistent connection with the proxy server. Devices belonging to the same session share the same session id, which is passed as a parameter in the proxy server URL. These same session ids are used by any external middleware for mapping the control events to the right sessions. A parallel control interface was also added to the proxy server for the web applications accessible from applications rather than middleware, which allows the creation of self-contained applications without external control. In order to be able to link to SCXML files directly, a link embedding method was introduced that allows accessing the proxy server instance and the finite state machine with a single HTTP request. This is similar to the fat link concept of [38].

The toolkit was taken into use in the hotspots in October 2012, replacing the second version of the Layout Manager. At the same time additional layout states were introduced to the finite state machines, to support mobile phone interaction with the hotspots. For each application layout shown in Fig. 8, an additional virtual screen was included, which allowed designing distributed tandem browsing user interfaces for the hotspots, as illustrated in Fig. 10. The coupling of a mobile phone with the hotspot could be made alternatively with QR codes or short URLs both containing the proxy server URL with session id, thus avoiding any specific application installation other than browser and general purpose QR code reader application. The motivation behind the setup was that users would need to make the coupling just once and after that the mobile phone would follow the hotspot session, allowing multiple application launches until the user left the hotspot.

Table 1 summarizes the key features introduced in each version of the layout management middleware. Version 1 focused on introducing the core framework and principal content abstractions to satisfy the main stakeholder requirements. In version 1 the hotspots already supported digital signage content, interactive applications and mobile application interactions for Java based mobile apps. Since version 1 the basic technology choices have persisted, such as the web based framework and application platform, as well as the basic implementation of the digital signage system. In version 1 applications were embedded into the UBI-portal, which made the development and integration of third party applications cumbersome, as the addition of any new application required significant changes to the UBI-portal. At this point all applications were programmed in-house by the UBI researchers, with the exception of the Oulu Today service provided by a local newspaper that as a partner of the UBI program had privileged access to the hotspot content creation process.

Version 2 solved two main shortcomings of version 1: the inflexibility of the interaction model and layout, and the lack of support for 3rd party application development. Since the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Version 1</th>
<th>Version 2</th>
<th>Version 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Web based layout management framework</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital signage content</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application platform</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile application interaction</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configurable interaction model (FST)</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd party applications</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application registry</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web based multi display applications</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tandem browsing' applications with extended layout</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General purpose toolkit for multi-device interfaces</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
introduction of version 2, the SCXML FSTs have allowed rapid configuration of the hotspots and the customization of hotspots at specific locations based on emerging requirements as visualized in Fig. 4. Third party application development was also launched along version 2. Due to the application registry the development process evolved to a level where the support required from UBI researchers is minimal, potentially including simply a confirmation of the deployment. New applications were no longer cumber-somely embedded into the UBI-portal. Instead, they were added via a web page into an application registry with metadata including the desired application layout and the URLs of the web applications providing the user interfaces. Since then the number of applications developed by 3rd parties has grown rapidly and UBI researches have worked in the interface between display owners and application developers, collecting feedback and developing the system further.

Version 3 focused on the implementation of the ‘tandem browsing’ concept with multi-display applications. The applications are fully web based and the same content creation process applies for hotspots as well as to other screens such as mobile phones, making the development simple and allowing reusing the same content on each display device. Developers could also coordinate content more flexibly using the SCXML FSTs similar to the single display case. The complexity of the application development process did not significantly increase for the tandem version as the distributed user interface elements are just additional virtual screens in the ‘extended’ layout. The biggest challenge was the implementation of communication between the devices that goes beyond the synchronization of the layout such as passing strings between virtual screens. For this purpose we employed an event-based communication system capable of routing messages [39]. Together, these changes made the system more general purpose and formed a platform for developing multi-display interfaces.

3.4. Reflection on real-world usage

The screen management middleware provides two principal abstractions to content producers and application developers, a classical digital signage service dubbed the UBI-channel, and a portal of interactive applications dubbed the UBI-portal. The screen real estate is spatiotemporally multiplexed between the two abstractions according to the third abstraction: the SCXML finite state machine with layout encodings describing the overall interaction model.

Since 2009, about 2000 campaigns of varying duration and content have been shown in the UBI-channel by about 100 commercial customers and six non-commercial customers. The commercial campaigns have contributed about 90% of the about 500,000 EUR total revenue that has been invested in covering the operational expenses of the hotspots. The remaining 10% of the revenue has come from customers who have paid for the right to offer an interactive application in the UBI-portal. Indeed, the hotspots have created a real-world value network [27] (R2a). The average daily total revenue that has been invested in covering the operational costs of the deployment. New applications were no longer cumber-somely embedded into the UBI-portal. Instead, they were added via a web page into an application registry with metadata including the desired application layout and the URLs of the web applications providing the user interfaces. Since then the number of applications developed by 3rd parties has grown rapidly and UBI researches have worked in the interface between display owners and application developers, collecting feedback and developing the system further.

Version 3 focused on the implementation of the ‘tandem browsing’ concept with multi-display applications. The applications are fully web based and the same content creation process applies for hotspots as well as to other screens such as mobile phones, making the development simple and allowing reusing the same content on each display device. Developers could also coordinate content more flexibly using the SCXML FSTs similar to the single display case. The complexity of the application development process did not significantly increase for the tandem version as the distributed user interface elements are just additional virtual screens in the ‘extended’ layout. The biggest challenge was the implementation of communication between the devices that goes beyond the synchronization of the layout such as passing strings between virtual screens. For this purpose we employed an event-based communication system capable of routing messages [39]. Together, these changes made the system more general purpose and formed a platform for developing multi-display interfaces.

3.4. Reflection on real-world usage

The screen management middleware provides two principal abstractions to content producers and application developers, a classical digital signage service dubbed the UBI-channel, and a portal of interactive applications dubbed the UBI-portal. The screen real estate is spatiotemporally multiplexed between the two abstractions according to the third abstraction: the SCXML finite state machine with layout encodings describing the overall interaction model.

Since 2009, about 2000 campaigns of varying duration and content have been shown in the UBI-channel by about 100 commercial customers and six non-commercial customers. The commercial campaigns have contributed about 90% of the about 500,000 EUR total revenue that has been invested in covering the operational expenses of the hotspots. The remaining 10% of the revenue has come from customers who have paid for the right to offer an interactive application in the UBI-portal. Indeed, the hotspots have created a real-world value network [27] (R2a). The average daily number of faces detected looking at a hotspot was about 5500 in the first half of year 2014 providing an estimate of the number of eye contacts with the UBI-channel (R3c).

So far, about 100 interactive applications have been developed for the UBI-portal, of which about 80 have eventually been deployed on the hotspots. About half of the applications have been created by external third party programmers such as international researchers, industry programmers, new media artists and students. Of the three layout options introduced in the second version, about 85% of applications have used LayoutA. Typically, 25–30 applications have been deployed in the UBI-portal at any given point of time, thus the applications have had a certain turnover time. A few applications have been available in the UBI-portal for the whole six years, possibly with some upgrades on the way. The UBI-portal applications have been constantly used by real users, independently on their own. For instance, the 4-year average from June 2010 to June 2014 was 620 service launches daily across all hotspots. Our goal has been to allow remote development and deployment of UBI-portal applications with the help of realistic emulators and application registry. However, we have learned that testing on the real hardware is still an important step and is something that cannot be fully avoided. All in all, as to our own requirement (R6a) the hotspots have served as a platform for longitudinal field study offering multiple interactive services by multiple providers.

In terms of the evolution of the interaction model of the hotspots, in total 16 different SCXML FSTs have been created so far. While their creation has been our researchers’ (display owners) responsibility, the Tandem Browsing Toolkit has been offered also for use in student projects in two distinct undergrad university courses. Overall, in terms of learning, the state chart concept and the toolkit appear to require some additional effort on top of the standard web application development process. However, their benefits become obvious with more complicated application scenarios with multiple input technologies and in settings requiring robust operation from the system – qualities that are challenging to accomplish with standard web technologies.

4. Discussion

4.1. Web as a development platform

We introduced a web based screen management framework for multipurpose interactive public displays. The user interface of the hotspots runs entirely in a standard web browser, thus applications are standard web applications. Therefore, application providers have often used their own web servers for developing and hosting applications to which the hotspot software simply refer by their URLs.

Many display systems have chosen web as their technology platform. The widespread use of web in public displays is due to its familiarity, the ease of development, and the ease of deploying and distribution of content. The hotspots have a web based software platform for these same reasons. The web based approach has been one key reason for the success in promoting third party application development for the hotspots. Developers with different skill levels have been able to contribute applications, due to the familiarity and flexibility of web technologies. Web also solves many problems for free such as accessing and naming resources and achieving platform independence.

Web is also a widely used platform for public displays perhaps due to the lack of any better alternative. Currently, there are no operating systems specifically designed for public displays. The operating systems for personal computers and mobile phones are optimized for their respective form factors and interaction models. However, web is increasingly gaining ground in the form of desktop like web applications and cloud services, i.e. working as the operating system across devices.

Despite its many benefits, using a web based platform in a public deployment requires some careful design. First, it is vulnerable to network connectivity problems, as the standard web application architecture does not have a standalone client that could work offline. Extra effort is needed to achieve offline operation, either by having a local web server for hosting critical content, or by making web clients to work offline in a browser. The first approach is used
in the hotspots, and while it is more difficult to setup, it will work even if the network is unavailable during the first request.

Second, the concept of application platform is more complex than simply referring to any web page by its URL. The choice of the underlying browser and the available plugins effectively define the execution environment for applications. In our case this essential information has been collected into the so-called UBI-portal media card, which effectively serves an informal contract between us display owners and application developers (R5b). Thus, the initial choice of the browser is crucial since it might be impossible to change it afterwards as all the third party applications have been developed with that particular browser in mind. In practice, the application platform tends to change over time as new security updates, web standards and technologies, and browser plugins are released and the browser is updated accordingly.

Due to the inevitable changes in the software platform, one has to consider how to persist the link between the platform, an application and the developer throughout the whole life cycle of the application (R5c). While the development process is typically very active in the beginning, the maintenance and updating of the application can be eventually forgotten. We have had to remove some applications from the hotspots when they no longer worked and the developers could not be reached or were no longer willing to fix them. While the application registry has been a step toward maintaining this connection, it has the limitation of being designed for display owners rather than application developers. There is ongoing research on app stores for public displays [40] that could potentially help in this regard.

Web is an attractive platform for interactive public displays for many reasons. Development time and effort can be significantly decreased as technologies are familiar, simple and many features are available for free. However, care needs to be taken, as web has not been designed for standalone services, which are a necessity for always on deployments. Web based middleware for public displays should address this gap.

4.2. Screen real estate management

We presented a web based toolkit for managing the screen real estate of multipurpose interactive public displays. The input mechanisms of the hotspots allow implicit to explicit interaction and different interaction inputs are causally related. The toolkit is based on finite state machines that allow structuring different inputs by providing an abstraction to create an overall interaction design that helps creating correctly working user interfaces (R6c).

The finite state machines used to define the interaction model are based on the Harel statecharts. Their expressive power allows the implementation of complex systems, but at the same time keeping the behavior in an easily conceivable format. The introduction of the SCXML layout state encoding language facilitated tailoring the interaction model and the user interface of the hotspots as the system evolved. The main interaction model consisting of the three states of broadcast, subtle and interactive has remained the same since summer 2010. However, additional screen layouts have been introduced for the interactive state, and specific interaction models have been defined on need basis. Also, layout encodings have been slightly adjusted as new elements have been introduced to the user interface.

4.2.1. Combining interactive content with scheduling

The hotspots are interaction driven displays with explicit and implicit interaction capabilities required by the City of Oulu (R1b) and users (R4). They also incorporate static scheduling based model, to provide conventional digital signage according to the requirements of the City of Oulu (R1a) and advertisers (R3a, R3b). UBI-channel player rendering the playlist is considered to be a regular application that operates inside a virtual screen like any other application. As public displays can remain unused for long periods of time, UBI-channel fills this space by exploiting the whole screen in the passive mode. Passive mode has been employed to show general purpose relevant content in many other displays, e.g. [21,41]. As half of the playlist is provided by the City of Oulu, the content may be relevant to the users by informing what is going on in the city and when in interactive state, it can be viewed from distance while another user is using an interactive application at arms distance (R6d).

The challenge of showing digital signage type of content in passive mode is that the interactivity of the hotspots is not clearly visible. In fact, they resemble a conventional digital signage display and can cause interaction blindness [3]. While the subtle state has been designed to entice interaction, the underlying face detection algorithm may miss the user due to poor alignment or challenging lighting conditions, or the user can miss the “call-to-action” message possibly due to hotspot showing the message a bit too late or it not being visible enough. This challenge has been addressed by attaching an always visible printed “call-to-action” sticker on the enclosures of the hotspots.

The disassociation between the interactive applications in UBI-portal and the content of UBI-channel playlist has been very clear cut so far. This has been acceptable for most UBI-portal application developers as they are typically different from UBI-channel content producers. However, some parties providing both an UBI-portal application and content to the UBI-channel have asked for a mechanism to associate the two so that the portal application would for example be launched when the corresponding spot in the playlist is clicked. While such an association could be made for the whole UBI-channel, individual spots cannot be singled out as the playlist is managed by a separate commercial system outside our administrative control and not providing such functionality. Nevertheless, this functionality dubbed by us as interactive digital signage is on our to-do list.

4.2.2. Virtual screen abstraction

The proposed middleware provides the virtual screens as the fundamental abstraction for application developers. They design web sites that are referenced in the virtual screens. The toolkit handles only the virtual screens and is agnostic to the content inside them. Each virtual screen has a particular size and position in the layout, which allows the high level design of the user interface including the isolation of its different parts. The virtual screen abstraction is similar to windows in personal computers, but is different in the sense that users cannot freely resize or move them, instead the layouts in different interaction stages are defined in the SCXML file, thus placing the system in control of the layout instead of users (R6b).

As a consequence of this design, application developers are obliged, or have the freedom, to define all user interface widgets they need. Web browser provides a set of default widgets for HTML elements, but they are based on using a mouse and are typically too small for touch interaction. Although the UBI-portal media card lists recommended design practices such as using large enough elements with proper relative sizes and placing interactive elements at the bottom of the screen for accessibility, the actual implementation is in the hands of the developers, a requirement stemming from the creative freedom of application developers (R5a). The use of common widgets (buttons, scrollbars, on-screen keyboard, etc.) could allow having a common look and feel among applications, thus lowering technological barriers for developers. On the other hand, this design could lead to more constrained applications and as to the feedback from application developers, this situation is clearly undesirable, while it could be beneficial for other stake holders such as display or place owners.
Since the introduction of version 2, application developers have needed to address the communication between virtual screens. It is complicated by a security feature of the browsers known as cross site scripting. Therefore, for example listening JavaScript events for button clicks in another virtual screen requires a bridge to pass the messages across. In a single display setting, the simplest way was to set the content of the second virtual screen using a normal hyperlink and specify the second frame as the link target. This worked only if both web pages were hosted on the same domain and the functionality was limited to replacing the whole content. For dynamic synchronization, developers needed to use server side technologies such as AJAX and web sockets. However, recent advances provide a straightforward method at the browser level using HTML5 web messaging which is available in most modern browsers. If the user interface is distributed across multiple devices, developers have to again resort to server side techniques until completely peer-to-peer based solutions such as WebRTC are gaining more support in browsers. All these methods are logically based on point-to-point connections. A step forward is to employ a communication system capable for routing messages such as the UBI-broker used by us [39].

A user interface toolkit for public displays needs to provide application developers with sufficient abstractions that define the API. It is important to document the API properly and to present best practices for developers to comprise a well-defined application platform (R5b). These abstractions for the hotspots are simple, i.e. just the virtual screens. While the layouts of the virtual screens can be defined exactly, their inner layout and widgets are not defined. This is a crucial trade-off, which works in the hotspots partially due to the use of the web platform, which simplifies the development of applications from scratch.

4.2.3. Multi-device interfaces

The Tandem Browsing Toolkit allows developing multi-device interfaces where devices are strongly coupled, i.e. they are synchronized and share the same state. The toolkit allows defining clients for each virtual screen and thus allows controlling which clients get which virtual screens. The toolkit also allows multiple client sessions, i.e. multiple finite state machines executed simultaneously. The utility of the toolkit spans to public–private separation of distributed user interfaces, device specific application user interfaces, synchronizing content on networked displays, etc. and thus provides a platform for building multi-device applications with different interaction modalities (R6e).

The goal of the toolkit is to simplify the development of multi-device applications, which can be very cumbersome. Web technologies can make this easier due to the existence of many synchronization technologies such as web sockets, AJAX, reverse AJAX and Java Applets. However, similar to the single display case, finite state machines allow designing overall behavior, which is even more crucial in the multi-device case as the input and output mechanisms are distributed over multiple devices and the causal relations between the interactions can be difficult to track.

The presented toolkit synchronizes navigation between coupled displays. Providing implementations for virtual screens stays essentially the same, but the distribution of the user interface complicates the development process slightly. First, the dynamic content synchronization addressed in previous section becomes more challenging across devices. Second, the toolkit is missing a built-in mechanism for dynamically establishing and managing sessions between devices. However, the concept of session ids makes it easy to design session initialization on top of the toolkit. The basic structure is that all the devices participating in a session have to access the same toolkit instance and share the same session id. The chosen method depends on the use case, i.e. the setting and the devices. For example, QR codes and short URLs enable ad hoc coupling of mobile phones without prior installed software with co-located public displays. However, if the coupling is fixed or if the devices are not physically co-located, meeting rooms or pre-coupling of devices should be considered.

Despite these technical issues, the more pressing challenge is the slow user adoption of distributed public–private user interfaces. Earlier experiments have found the concept to be difficult for users and observed that people tend to approach the main display instead of using their mobile phones [42]. Experiences with the hotspots have been similar in that the users chose to collaborate directly on the public display instead of using their mobile phones [43]. Thus, it seems that in this use case advanced technology comes in the way of the interaction instead of supporting it.

4.3. Stakeholder requirements for MPDs

In this paper we have discussed the direct and indirect requirements for the layout management middleware from various stakeholders who have been involved in the process of designing, implementing, leveraging and operating the UBI-hotspots for six years. Some of the stakeholders – place owners, financiers, advertisers and content creators – had a bigger role at the beginning of the process by setting up the ground rules for the hotspots how they were supposed to operate and basically defining them as MPDs. Other stakeholders – users, application developers and display owners – have been more active in the operation phase of the hotspots, when the impact of the display infrastructure has been observable and potential development directions have been more visible.

UBI-hotspots are MPDs that by their placement support naturally spontaneous walk up and use interaction. The designed middleware enables the spatiotemporal multiplexing of content in the user interface using the scheduling model based on place owner and advertiser requirements. At the same time the middleware enables spontaneous user interactions required by the place owner, users, application developers and display owners. While the final model has resulted from a specific design process of the hotspots, systems with similar qualities have been created elsewhere [17,21]. When a display network is opened up to all relevant stakeholders early in their development process, it is very likely that content requirements and interaction modalities will become heterogeneous, i.e. leading to a MDP. Therefore, the requirements presented here should generalize also to other multi-stakeholder contexts than that of the hotspots.

The key stakeholders for this work have been (1) content creators and application developers, who have been responsible for creating the content for the MPDs, and (2) the display and place owners, who have been responsible for defining the interaction model and the rules for the spatiotemporal multiplexing of the content. The content creators and application developers have been involved in the process early on and their requirements have been analyzed while the development of hotspots has advanced. In the context of the hotspots, advertisers and local officials have been served with a conventional digital signage system. There, the only potential dilemma has been competition for screen real estate. However, interestingly, the interactive services in the UBI-portal have been regarded only as a positive aspect in attracting attention toward ads rather than as competitors for the visibility of the ads. Application developers have adopted this new media well and the main feedback has been related to some implementation challenges due to the multipart page. The best evidence of success is requests from arbitrary organizations who want to build an application for the hotspots out of their own interest and its subsequent successful execution. However, it is to be noted that the fight for the visibility also occurred between application developers. We responded by creating a special menu structure that gives more
visibility for desired applications. Further, some developers have required an exclusive access to the whole screen real estate for a certain period of time. The place owners, the City of Oulu and the specific locations have been also involved in the process early on. Their requirements have been mostly related to the outlook of the whole apparatus and getting their own content to the hotspots. The UBI-channel has been much more popular ‘channel’ for the place owners than the UBI-portal, mainly due to the lack of sufficient web development skills in the place owner’s organization. Although UBI researchers have occasionally helped place owners in the application development process, the fundamental challenge remains that many of the potential opportunities for place owners have been missed due to the lack of skills needed to create interactive content, even when the creation is made relatively trivial. UBI researchers have also served as display owners for the hotspots, which naturally has made it challenging to identify authentic requirements for that stakeholder group. As a research group, there can be slight tendency to over resource things and over design the features relevant for display owners, compared to the truly minimum mandatory functionality. However, due to the real-world nature and long duration of the deployment, challenges have been authentic, and over resourcing has quickly turned into tight resourcing, which is likely the case in most long deployments. The hotspots have provided a realistic testbed for a holistic real-world study of MPDs, where proved lab experiments have turned out to be less successful and only certain features have proved to be valuable in the real world setting. Then, on the other hand, features that where initially designed only per research motivation such as instrumenting the software components, have turned out to be valuable also in the real world case as application developers are interested in their application’s use compared to other applications, which is not possible to determine based on solely from the application specific log data.

5. Conclusion

We presented the incremental design and evolution of screen management middleware along the over six years long deployment of the hotspots. The APIs of the middleware, particularly the familiar abstraction of applications as web pages, has allowed a wide range of application developers to create dozens of applications that have been used by tens of thousands of real users. This demonstrates the practical importance of the work in the development of a diverse range of interactive applications for interactive multipurpose public displays. An obvious limitation of the middleware is that it does not allow non-web applications, although the underlying operating system could support them. This limitation appears acceptable as demonstrated by the many third party applications developed for the hotspots.

Note

The Tandem Browsing Toolkit is available as open source at http://tandembrowsing.org/, to allow third parties to use it as a middleware toolkit for building multi-display interfaces and also invite others to contribute to the source code.
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